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Hat Creek Quilts 
Designed by Deirdre Bond-Abel 

Quilt size- 85” square



The prints in this quilt are all from Cumberland County, a collection that has been reproduced from a 1880s quilt that I 

own.  We named the collection Cumberland County after one of the oldest Counties in New South Wales so it was a good 

name to pick for an historical fabric collection.  Each of the prints have been named after a street in Cumberland County, 

these names were very popular at the time and a great deal of towns across Australia also have used them for their streets.

The block I have designed is original but based on a flying geese arrangement.

The quilt has sixteen blocks with four rows and four blocks in each row and then a border of blocks on all four sides to 

extend the design.

There are twelve prints in the Cumberland County Collection and I have used them all in this quilt to give a lovely scrappy 

look that was popular for quilts made in the 1880s.

I have made a feature of the two shirting prints – Alexandria and Cornelia, they are the corner triangles of the blocks, 

alternating with each block, and when they come together they make a large diagonal square.

I have also made a feature of the two Indigo prints – Clarence and Elizabeth, they are the large triangles alternating at the 

side of the blocks and when they come together they make a large diagonal square.

The other prints - Claremont, Roseberry, Boronia, Oakville, Darlington, Castlereagh, Winsor and Clarendon - I have used 

randomly in the blocks so that the quilt is beautiful and scrappy and also so that the fabrics are used in even quantities.  

You can follow my fabric placements in each block by referring to the image of the quilt or arrange them in your 

own way.  
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Quilt Size – 85” Square 
Block Size - 17”
Border Blocks - 8 1⁄2”

L01201 Alexandria
80 cm
32”

L01202 Boronia
80 cm
32”

L01203 Castlereagh
80 cm
32”

L01204 Claremont
80 cm
32”

L01205 Clarence
160 cm
63”

L01206 Cornelia
80 cm
32”

L01207 Darlington
80 cm
32”

L01208 Elizabeth
100 cm
40”

L01209 Oakville
80 cm
32”

L01210 Roseberry
80 cm
32”

L01211 Windsor
80 cm
32”

L01212 Clarendon
80 cm
32”



Below is the block layout. 

In every block the A triangles are cut from the 
Cornelia and Alexandra prints, the B triangles are 
cut from the Clarence and Elizabeth prints and the 
C, D, E and F pieces are cut randomly from the 
remaining prints. 

Examples are shown to the side:

Cutting Blocks 

For the A Triangles use Cornelia and Alexandra 
prints and from each print cut:

Two 5 1/8” stripes x WOF and then from these cut:

- Sixteen 5 1/8“ Squares, cut each square ONCE to 
give thirty-teo triangles for the corners of the blocks.

For the B Triangles use Clarence and Elixabeth 
Prints and from each print cut:

Two 9 3/4” strips x WOF and then from these cut:

- Eight 9 3/4” squares, cut each square TWICE to 
give thirty two triangles for the sides of the blocks.
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From the remaining prints – Claremont, Roseberry, Boronia, Oakville, Darlington, 

Castlereagh, Winsor and Clarendon follow my fabric combinations or choose your 
own with each block.  I tried to use each print in a different position with each block 
and I also tried to vary the combinations I used so that I did not always have the 
same prints side by side.

Chose four prints for each block and cut these pieces out for EACH block.

Piecing Blocks

Press all connecting seam allowances in opposite directions or towards the least 
bulky area as you sew.

A ” seam allowance is used throughout the quilt.

The Sew and Flip method is used to form the triangles of the Elongated Flying 
Geese units.

Take one C rectangle and two D squares and draw a diagonal line on the wrong side 
of each of the squares.

Place the squares right side down on the C rectangle with the drawn lines facing the 
direction in the diagram, sew a seam right through these lines.

For  the C Rectangles cut:

One 6 ½” strip x WOF and then from this cut:

     - Twelve 2 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles

For the D Small Triangles cut:

Two 2 ½” strips x WOF and then from these 
cut:

     - Twenty four 2 ½” squares

For the E Squares cut:

One 2 ½” strip x WOF and then from this cut:

      - Five 2 ½” Squares

For the F Squares cut:

One 2 ½” strip x WOF and then from this cut:

       - Four2 ½” squares
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Press the resulting triangles down onto the base rectangle.

Trim the bottom corners of the squares back to ” from the seam.

You will now have one Elongated Flying Geese Unit.

From the remaining cut C Rectangles and D Squares make eleven more of these 
units.

Sew three of the Elongated Flying Geese units together to make a square and then 
make three more of them.
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Take the five E squares and four F Squares and make a Nine Patch square.

Arrange the squares into a nine patch formation, sew the squares into rows and then sew 
the rows together.

Take two of the Elongated Flying Geese squares and the Nine Patch square and arrange 

them into a row and sew them together.
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Sew an A Triangle to each end of this row.
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Sew one of these units to either side of the centre row.

You will now have one completed Block.

ake the two remainin  lon ated l in  eese s uares and sew and  trian le to the 
ottom of the s uare and then a B trian le to each side of the s uare.

Hat Creek Quilts esi ned  eirdre Bond el for eutene er
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Make another fifteen blocks alternating the prints for the corner and side triangles as 

you go.

 
For the C and D shapes you will need to cut new strips for each block but you can 

use leftover strips for the E and F squares.

Quilt Centre Assembly

Arrange the sixteen blocks into four rows with four blocks in each row, to make the 

pattern work in the corner and side triangles you need to alternate the blocks 

positon with the Cornelia/Clarence combination and the Alexandra/Elizabeth 

combination.

Starting from left to right in row 1 start with Cornelia/ Clarence block and finish that

row with an Alexandra/Elizabeth block.

Row 2 will then start with an Alexandra/ Elizabeth block.

Keep on going until the sixteenth block is positioned in the right hand corner of

Row 4 and that should be a Cornelia/ Clarence Block. 

Once you are happy with all of the fabric combinations sew the blocks into rows and 

then sew the rows together.

Borders

The borders are made out of Nine Patch blocks that are set on point with corner 

triangles added to their sides. The shirting prints are sewn to one side and the indigo 

prints are sewn to the opposite side. 

Cutting the Border Blocks
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For the A Trianges use Cornelia and Alexandria Prints and from each print cut:

Three 5 1/8” strips x WOF and then from these cut:

      -Seventeen 5 1/8” squares, cut each square ONCE to make thirty-four triangles

For the B Triangles use Clarence and Elizabeth Prints and from each Print cute;

Three 5 1/8” Strips x WOF and then from these Cut:

        - Nineteen 5 1/8” squares, cute each square ONCE to make thirty- eight triangles

For the E Squares from the contrasting prints cut

       

        - Thirty-six sets of five 2 ½ ” squares

For the F squares from the contrasting Prints cut:

         -Thirty-six sets of four 2 ½ ” squares
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Piecing the Border Blocks

From your set of cut 2 ½ ” squares make thirty-six Nine Patch Blocks, trying to use different
combinations of the prints each time to give a scrappy look.

Cornelia/Clarence – Make sixteen blocks for the sides of the quilt
Take sixteen of your nine patch blocks and thirty two of the A Cornelia and B Clarence 
cut triangles. Sew an A and B triangle to opposite sides of a Nine Patch block.
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Sew another A and B triangle to the other two sides to make a Side Border Block, 
make fifteen more of these.

Cornelia/Clarence Corner Block - Make two 

Sew one Cornelia triangle to one side of the square and one Clarence to the opposite 
side, then sew two more Clarence triangles to the remaining sides. Make two of these 
blocks.

Alexandra/Elizabeth – Make sixteen blocks for the sides of the quilt
Take sixteen of your nine patch blocks and thirty two of the A  Alexandra and B 
Elizabeth cut triangles and make sixteen blocks from this fabric combination.

You will now have sixteen blocks in each of the fabric combinations that will have 
the shirting prints on one side of the square and indigo prints on the other side of 
the square. The corner squares have one shirting print and three indigo prints sewn 
to them so that the pattern can extend around the corners of the quilt.
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Alexandra/Elizabeth Corner Block 
– Make two 

Following the same steps make two blocks in this fabric combination.

Do the same thing with your Alexandra/Elizabeth blocks.

Piecing the Border Blocks together

Take your sixteen Cornelia/Clarence blocks and sew them into pairs so you will 
have eight pairs.
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Now you can sew your pairs into rows for the sides of the quilt.

Left Side Border

Take two pairs of blocks from each fabric combination and sew them into a long row in 
this order.

Cornelia/Clarence, Alexandra/Elizabeth, Cornelia/Clarence, Alexandra/ Elizabeth.
Make sure the shirting prints are all side by side and the indigo prints are side by side.
Now sew this row to the left hand side of the quilt centre with the shirting prints on the 
inside next to the quilt centre and the indigo prints running down the outside of the 
quilt

Right Side Border

Make another row in the same order as the first one and sew this to the right hand side 
of the quilt centre.

Top Border

Take two pairs of blocks from each fabric combination and sew them into a long row in 
this order.

Alexandra/Elizabeth, Cornelia/Clarence, Alexandra/Elizabeth, Cornelia Clarence.
Sew a Cornelia /Clarence Corner Block to the left and end of the row and an 
Alexandra/Elizabeth Corner Block to the right hand end of the row.
Sew this row to the top of the quilt.

Bottom Border

Make another row in the same order as the top border and sew to the bottom of the 
quilt centre.

You should now have the indigo prints running around the outside of the quilt to frame 
it and the shirting prints will be making little hour glass blocks when they meet up with 
the matching prints in the blocks.
Your quilt is now complete and ready to be quilted.  I had mine quilted in a simple edge 
to edge design.
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Binding

From the Clarence print cut:
Eight 2 ½” strips x WOF

Turn the binding to the back and hand stitch into place using a matching thread.

Happy Trails,
Deirdre

Take you eight cut 2 ½” wide strips of binding and join on the bias (see Diagram 1). 
Fold the end over approximately ½” (see Diagram 2) and stitch to the right side of your quilt
(see Diagram 3), mitring the corners as you go (see Diagram 4 and 5). 

I hope you have enjoyed making this quilt as much as I did!
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